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Appearance of integrated circuits has made of great importance a problem of working 
out a technique of synthesis which make it possible to form the resulting logic network 
from identical integrated units involving a minimum number of external links. The 
proposed assignment made for input-free sequential logical networks has the following 
features. 
(1) The whole sequential logical network consists of n subnetworks, exciting each 
of n memory elements and having identical internal structure. Besides for any two input 
binary sets which set i-th and j-th memory elements, respectively, such a shift on s 
positions exists (s > 1) where i-th input set coincides withj-th input set. 
(2) i-th memory element logical network (i = 1 ,..., n) is identified as two-level logic 
specified by the following parameters 
<)'x, )'2, )'~), 
where 
~'t is a number of gates in the first level 
)'2 is a number of inputs for each gate 
73 is complete number of input variables 
(3) The i-th logical network (i = 1,..., n) does not contain any invertors. 
INTRODUCTION 
Appearance of integrated circuits has made of great importance a problem of 
working out a technique of synthesis which make it possible to form the result ing 
logic network from identical integrated units involving a min imum number  of external 
links. 
In  the existing methods [I, 2, 3] of synthesis of logical networks through integrated 
modules regular logical circuits are produced which have a structure of Shannon 
logical tree and possessing the following properties. 
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(1) Inevitable appearance of no less than [log2 k] + 1 levels in a tree, where k 
is a number of states. This introduces definite restrictions on achieved speed rate of a 
sequential machines (sin). 
(2) Excessive number of integrated modules caused by a Shannon tree specifies 
a redundant structure of the given logical function. 
(3) Irregularity of intermodule connections which has been overcome only in [I]. 
The given disadvantages have been overcome in this paper for input-free sm. The 
proposed assignment specifies logical networks which have the following features. 
(1) The whole sequential logical network consisists of n subnetworks, exciting 
each of n memory elements and having identical internal structure. Besides for any 
two input binary sets which set i-th and j-th memory elements, respectively, such a 
shift on s positions exists (s ~ 1) where i-th input set coincides with j-th input set. 
(2) i-th memory element logical network (i = 1 ..... n) is identified as two-level 
logic specified by the following parameters 
(71,72, ~3) 
where 
71--a number of gates in the first level 
72--a number of inputs for each gate 
73--complete number of input variables, 73 = n. 
(3) The i-th logical network (i = 1 ..... n) does not contain any invertors. 
In the article we propose partitioning of/-th memory element logical network into 
72 integrated modules containing r gates (having characteristic number ). We also 
give a technique for computing r. That is the entire logical circuit can be built through 
7z'73 integrated modules with characteristic number which are divided into 72 
types, each of them containing 73 identical copies. By this the following goals are 
obtainable: 
(a) connections between integrated modules are simplified at the expense of 
regularity of a logic structure: 
(b) application of two-level ogic without inversion permits to minimize logic 
circuit delay; 
(e) it is shown in the examples that the given technique produces less redundant 
logic networks than technique [1] the best out of [1, 2, 3]. 
It should be noted that an assignment problem specifying logical network, processing 
the property (1) only has been solved in the author's paper [4]. Thus the given paper is 
a further development of ideas discussed in [4]. On the other hand the problem is 
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solved for input-free sequential machines. The generalization of the results obtained 
to the case of sequential machines with inputs is the subject of further research by 
the author. 
First of all definitions are in order. Let there be a sequential machine M = (V, ~), 
where V is the set of states, ~ is the transition function. In an autonomous sm 3 is a 
function of one argument: ~(a) = b, a, b E V. Sequential machine M = (V, 5) will 
be said to have a cycle if an integer m > 0 exists such that for any b ~ V 8re(b) = b, 
m will be called the length of the cycle, b will be called a cyclic state. 
A set of arbitrary cycles will be called an autonomous set. An autonomous cycle of 
length m, in which binary assignment of the states is accomplished, will be called an 
m-string. A string set is an autonomous set with assigned states. 
It is obvious that an arbitrary string set defines a set of next-state logical functions 
F ~ = {F 1 ,..., F~}. The Boolean functions Fi(x 1 ,..., x,~) and F~(y I .... , y,,) of n arguments 
are similar if a mapping ~ exists such that 
F,(r @(x~)) = Fj(y 1 ,..., y~). 
A normal realization is defined as a setF ~ = {F 1 ,..., F~} of similar next-state functions 
F j ,  that are prescribed by a given string set. 
A normal realization F ~ is called symmetrical-monotonic if it is possible to find 
numbers Yl ,  72 ,7s ,  Y4 = 0, where 71 is the number of conjunctions in an arbitrary 
function Fj ~ F ~ or the length of F j ,  )'2 is the number of variables in each conjunction, 
or the length of conjunction, )'3 is the number of essential arguments of the function 
Fj ~F  ~ )'4 = 0 is the number of negations in each conjunction, that is the length of 
aF~ ~F ~ is )'1, the length of an arbitrary conjunction of a function Fj is 73, the number 
of essential arguments of a function F~ is )'3 and the number of negations in each 
conjunction is ~4 = 0. 
Since everywhere in the paper )'4 = 0, we will omit this parameter in further 
considerations, bearing in mind the monotony of resulting logical functions. The 
following questions are developed from the definitions given above: (a) the conditions 
for symmetrical-monotonic realization of autonomous sets are considered. (b) A tech- 
nique for partitioning of each logical function F~ ( j  = 1,..., n) into )'3 modules is 
developed. (c) Assignment algorithms for symmetrical-monotonic realization are 
proposed. 
1. String sets and symmetrical-monotone realizations 
Given a binary n-dimensional vector space U with basis B = {e 1 ,..., e~} of unit 
vectors. Suppose that the following linear transform ~b of B onto B 1) is given which 
partitions B into p subsets B 1 ,..., B~ such that 
t The mapping ~b is called a linear transform if vector addition and scalar multiplication are 
preserved under this mapping. The mapping ~b of S into T is a mapping of S onto T if for 
each t e T there exists at least one s E S such that ~b(s) = t. 
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--~ = and  ~ i=1 ai = n (1) ]B  i ] a i (i j , . . . ,p)  
(2) for any i Bi - - - -{ej ,r162 and r  e~, where e j~B,  
r = r162  
The sets B 1 ..... B~ satisfying (l) and (2) are said to specify bask ai-strings. (i = 1,..., p), 
generated by r Let a 1 ,..., a~ e { l .... , n} and ki ~ 0 be the number of basic/-strings 
generated by ~b. A number i~ {l,..., n} is called a basic divisor i f k  i ~ I. We say that 
basic divisors i 1 ,..., it form the set N O = {i t ,..., it}. 
Clear ly  k 1 ~- 2k 2 + "'" + nkn = a~ + a., § "" § a~ = n. Then we say that ~b 
generates a basic cycle class 
Any vector 
/)1 ----- (1~1, "'', n~") or r  
V = ) '  b i "e l ,  
i=1 
where (b 1 ..... bn) 6 GF(2) are coordinates of v with respect o the basis B, has image 
~b(v) = ~ bi" ~b(ei) 
i=l 
under transform ~b. On the other hand, since by definition a linear transform is non- 
singular, it generates over U disjoint Tj-strings Sj = {v, r erj-X(v)}, where 
er~(v) = v, v e U, with length Tj .  Let ~o be the set of all strings generated by r P1 : 
Nr ---- {Tsl l  S~[ = T j ,S jCSr  
Theorems 1.1, 1.2 given below permit us to specify N o and Dr ,  TEN o , where Dr  is 
the total number of T-strings in the vector space U, generated by ~b. These theorems 
have been proven in [4], thus their proofs are not reproduced here. 
For any basic divisor ij 6 N O construct a set ~ i i  , specifying the set of all divisors 
of i t . Find the Cartesian product 
a// = ~h • aMq • "'" • ~ i , ,  where ia ,..., it ~ No 
THEOREM 1.1. N 0 ={LCM(ml  ..... me)} where LCM--operator  of the lowest 
common multiple performed over all t-tuples (m 1 ,..., m~) ~ ~ 
THEOREM 1.2. For an), T ~ N~ 
1-I 2(r'i')'ki' = ~ m.  D .... 
i teN 0 mlr 
where the sum is extended over all positive divisors m of T, (T, i) is GCD of T and i. 
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Thus Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 specify a graph G = (U, ~b), where U is the set of 
vectors in the n-dimensional space, ~b is the linear transform generating Px= (Ikt, ..., n~), 
which will be called canonical Using the definition of the linear transform ~b it is 
easy to build any canonical graph. 
EXArcleLr 1.1. Build the canonical graph, where r (3 t, 11) 
0 
0 
v: 12  48  
~b(v): 2 4 1 8 
89 89 89 
v: 3 5 9 I 610  112 
~(v): 6 3 10 5 12 9 
89 89 
v: 711131141 
r 7 14 11 13 
89 
15 r 
Here decimal numbers represent he corresponding vectors of four-dimensional 
vector space over GF(2). Each row j ( j  = 0 ..... 5) contains vectors and their images 
obtained as a result of addition of j  unit vectors. Vertical lines with labels ede j separate 
the vectors and their images obtained as the result of addition of the unit vector e, 
(ej for images) and all the other unit vectors, right to er (ej) 
Xr : {1, 3}, D 1 = 2 (1,1)+(1.3) ~ 2 2 ~ 4, 
03 = (2 (3"x~+(3'3~ -- D1) "89 : (21+3 --  2 ~) "89 = 4 
Let us pressume without loss of generality that for any e i ~ B 5 ( j  = 1 ..... p), where 
Be is a basic aj-string, ~b(ei) = e,+ t (mod aj). Then the linear transform $ performs 
the shift operation mod aj ( j  = 1 ..... p) and the whole set ~:, = {S 1 .... , Sq} of all 
strings induced by ~b can be generated by p shift registers working in the mode of 
cycling shift, such that each register has a~ stages ( j  = 1 ..... p). 
In order to proceed with further presentation let us introduce some definitions. 
Given QO = {Q1 .... , Q,n} a string set (not necessarily generated by ~b). We say that 
states v,,  vj eQt (l = 1 .... , m) are specified by the relation: 
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(a) vi ~ v j ,  if the state v~- contains all one bits of the state v i ; if v~ = v~., then 
the state v~ coincides with the state v~-. 
(b) vi --~ v~, if vt < v~ and I vi @ vj I = 1 where I v t specifies the number of 
ones in a state v, i.e., the rank of v. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let Qo be a string set such that the resulting logical realization is 
symmetrical monotonic of the type (~1, Y2 , Ya). Then Qo C ~ , where ~ is the string set 
generated by ~: P1 = (lkL ..., nk*) 9 
Proof. In order to prove theorem we must show that for any state v belonging to 
the string set Qo 
~(v) =~(0,  
where r is the linear transform specified by P1 =- (1 k~ ..... nk~) 9
Let F ~ = (F 1 ..... Fn) be a symmetrical-monotonic realization of the type (Yl, Y~, Ya) 
prescribed by QO and let At be some implicant containing )'2 variables and entering 
into each of the functions Fj~ .... , Fjm e F ~ (m ~ 1). A i covers the hypercurbe A~. of 
dimension --  y~. Let {v0, v I .... , v~}, where l = 2 n-v~ --  1 be the states of the 
hypercube Ai. We will also assume that I Vo I = Y~. Clearly, Vo, v x ,..., vt eF  h ,.y, F j .  
On the other hand, considering monotonicity of Fix ..... Fj,~ for any v~ ,vt~ Ai such 
that vs ~ vt 
8(vs) ~ 8(vt). (1.1) 
Consider in A i the following sequence of n -- ?,~. + I states: 
Vo --" vii --" "'" --~ vin_~, . (1.2) 
Since [ v0 [ = 72, I vi 1 I = y~ + 1 ..... [ vin_v2 1 = 7~ + n - -  y~ = n. As the functions 
F 1 ..... F~ are monotone 
%_~ ~F~ ,F~ ,..., F , .  
This means that 8(vi,_v ) = v i ,_n .  On the other hand, (2o is a string set, that is for 
any v~ 4: vt we have 8(v~) 4: 8(vt), otherwise we obtain at least one noncyclic state 
vs (or vt) with the implication that Q0 is not a set of disjoint strings. This implies that 
if vs > vt then 
8(v,) > 8(v,) 0.5) 
Using this fact we obtain the following sequence of states corresponding to (1.2): 
a(~o) < ~(%) < -< a(%_Q. (1.6) 
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By definition Q0 prescribes a symmetrical-monotone realization, given by the 
parameters (Yl, 72,7s), that is, the least rank of any state comprising QO cannot be 
less than 72. Thus we obtain that t3(%)1 ~ ~'2, but ] 3(vq_~2)l = [vi,_~,~ I = n. 
Therefore with regard to (1.6) we have 
V 0 ~ 7)i l  ~ Via ---* . . .  ~ 7)in_y 2 , 
~(~o) ~ 8(v,0 - *  ~(%)  - * ' "  -~  8(%_~). 
From (1.7) it follows that for any state v of the string set QO 
(1.7) 
Let us show that $(v) = ~b(v), where ~b is the linear transform generating P1 = 
(lkL..., n~). We have that for the state vi,_~,2 of rank n 
~b(vi,_v) = ~b(el Q""  O e,) = ~b(el) Q- "  Q ~b(e~) and according to the definition of 
~b, {~b(el),..., ~b(e~)} = B, since ~b is the mapping onto B. Thus ~b(el) 0""  O ~b(e,) = 
el 0""  Q e~ = vq_v .  That is, $(vi,_~) = ~b(vq_y~). Thus we established the state- 
ment for the state of rank n. Let us prove it for any state of rank r in a view of its 
truth for all the states of rank r + 1. Any state v of rank r has n -- r states ux ,..., u,_~ 
of rank r q- 1 related to v by: 
According to (1.7) 
7.) "--* U 1 , 7) "--* U 2 , . . . ,  7) "--* Un_  r . 
~(V) "--+ ~(Ul),... , ~(V) ~ ~(Un_r). (1.10) 
By the inductive assumption 
~(Ul) = ~b(Ul) ..... ~(Un- r )  -~- ~(Un_r ) .  
With regard to (1.9) 
U 1 : V 0 e&, U 2 : V Q e;~ ,..., un_ r : v ~ ej,~_,., 
where e h ..... ej,_, s B are unit vectors containing ones in positions j l ,..., j~_~ 6 {1 .... , n), 
respectively i.e., 
~(u~) = ~b(v) Q ~b(eh), ~b(uz) = ~b(v) Q ~b(ej~),..., ~b(u,~_~) = ~(v) Q ~b(e~,_). 
(1.9) 
Iv I = I ~(v)l. (1.8) 
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According to the definition of ~b: P1 = (Ik~, ..., nk") ~b(e~),..., 4J(ej,_) ~ B = {e 1 .... , e,}. 
This means that 
r  = . . . . .  
. . . . .  r  - - -  
Comparing (1.10) and (1.11) we immediately come to the conclusion that ~b(v) = 3(v), 
which we proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let QO = (Q1 .... , Q,~} be a string set such that the resulting logical 
realization is symmetrical monotonic of the type (7'1 = 1, 7"2 = 1, Y3 = n). Then QO = ~ , 
where ~ is the string set generated by ~b: P1 = ( lkx ..... nkn) 9 
Proof. Let QO specify a symmetrical-monotonic realization (7'1 = 1, )'2 = 1, 
7'3 --- n). Since 7'3 = 1 among the strings of the set Q0 there exist those whose states 
have least rank equal to 1. Let (01 ,..., t~i} be the set of such strings with lengths 
T1 .... , ~ i ,  respectively. According to Theorem 3, QO _c ~:, ; this means that for any 
state v of rank I belonging to one of the strings Oj ( j  = 1 .... , i) 
8(v) 
where 4J:/~ = (Ikl, ' ' ' ,  nk') 9 Since 4J is a mapping of B onto B, ~(v) has also rank equal 
to 1. That  is, the strings 01 ..... ~)i are comprised of the states of rank 1 and so (since 
Y3 = n) they coincide with basic aTstrings B~(j = 1,..., p) generated by 4J. 
Now let us show that all strings of rank 2 r (r = 1 ..... n) belonging to the set Q0 
coincide with the strings of rank r of the set (~. Since we established this statement 
for all strings of rank 1, let us assume its truth for all strings of rank r - -  1, and prove 
it for the strings of rank r. 
Let QI',--., Q,' be all strings of rank r - -  1 belonging to both sets QO and ~.  That  
is, QI', .... Qt' are comprised of all states of rank r - -  1 which can be built in an n- 
dimensional vector space. But Q0 specifies a monotonic realization of the type 
(71 = 1, 7'z = 1, 73 = n). This means that i fQ  ~ spans all states of rank r - -  1 it must 
also span all states of rank r. Since by definition ~:~ also spans all states of rank r, and 
for any state v ~(v) = ~b(v), we establish that the set Q0 and ~:~ have the same strings 
of the rank, r ~ {1 .... , n}. Q.E.D. 
Thus we established the fact that any autonomous tring set Q0 = (U,  5) which 
prescribes a symmetrical-monotonic logical realization of the type (7'1,72,7'3) is 
the proper subset of ~ ,  the set of strings generated by 4J:/)1 = (lkq ..., nk") in the 
Since by definition $(v) has the same rank as v, there is a reason to specify the rank of a string. 
The rank of a string equals the rank of any state of which a string is comprised. 
57x/7/5-6 
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n-dimensional vector space U. I f  Q0= <U, 3) identifies a symmetrical-monotonic 
realization of the type <Tx = 1, 72 = 1, 73 = n), then Q0 = ~:,. 
Let us call the autonomous string set QO, which identifies a symmetrical-monotonic 
realization (71,72,7z),  a monotonic set. 
We now use another notation for ~:, in the form of the canonical graph G = (U, ~b). 
Let U(k) be the set of all nodes with rank of no less than k: U(k) = {v [ I v [ >/k}. 
We call the subgraph G(k) = (U(k), ~b) of the graph G = (U, ~b) a canonical graph of 
cross section k. Introduce a similar concept for a monotonic string set QO. QO is called 
a monotonic set of rank k and designated Q(k) if the least rank of states involved in 
Q0 is equal to k. A monotonic set Q(k) of rank k is said to be combinatory-complete 
and denoted 0(k) if all strings of rank k span all of the states of rank k. Otherwise, 
Q(k) is combinatory-incomplete and denoted Q(k). The following obvious lemma 
follows from Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 1.1. a(k)=O,(k  ). 
Lemma 1.1 shows that O(k) can be supplemented toQ(k) without change in dimen- 
sion of the n-dimensional hypercube. Hence in this paper only combinatory-complete 
monotonic sets will be considered. 
2. COMBINATORY-COMPLETE MONOTONIC REALIZATIONS 
In this section we will describe one important class of symmetrical-monotonic 
realizations which we need for further studies. Let 0 = {x 1 ..... xn} be a set of n 
elements of an arbitrary nature. 
0 t = 0 -  {x~} = {x 1 ,..., Xi_l, xi+ 1 ,..., xn}. We shall call the set E(n-  1, a) a 
combinatory-complete expansion over 0i, if E(n-  1, a) contains all possible com- 
binations of n - -  1 elements in a. E~(n -- 1, a) is derived from E(n -- 1, a) by adding 
an element x~ q~ 0 i to each element of the set E(n -- 1, a). We shall call a function F 
xccombinatory-complete monotonic function (xi-ccmf), if its conjunctions coincide with 
elements of the set Ei(n -- 1, a). 
LEMMA 2.1. An xi-combinatory-complete monotonic function is described by the 
parameters 
<71 = C~+x, 72 = a + 1, 73 = n) (obvious). 
We assume that on the set 0 = {x I ,..., x~} there is given some mapping q), which 
induces k 1 1-cycles, k 2 2-cycles,..., k,~ n cycles, where the coefficients k1 ,..., kn are 
related in the following manner: 
n = k 1 + 2k~ + ... + nk~. 
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In this case 9 generated the following basic cycles class 
~:  P1 = ( lkl ..... nk") 9 
Let us now consider the set F ~ = {F 1 ..... Fn} of symmetrical monotonic functions, 
satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) Every function Fj is an xi-combinatory-complete monotonic function 
(i, j = 1 ..... n), defined by the parameters 
= C a-1 = n) .  <Yl n--1, 9/2 = a, Yz 
(2) I f  qS(xi) : xj, where x i ,  x~ e 0, ~b: P1 = ( lkl ..... nk-), then qb(Fi) : F j ,  and 
Fj is xi-ccmf. 
The set F ~ = {F 1 ,..., F~} of symmetrical-monotonic functions atisfying conditions (1) 
and (2) is said to specify a combinatory-complete monotonic real izat ion (ccmr) with 
parameters 
a--1 
<71 = Cn- : ,  72 = a, Ya = n, r  P1 = (lk:, ..., nk~)) 9 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Build ccmr with the parameter: 
(~1 = Cz 2, ~'z = 3, 73 = 4, q~: P:  = (41)), 
0 = {Xl,  X2, X3, X4} ; (~(Xl) = X2, r = X3, {P(X3) = X4, (/)(X4) = X 1 . 
Thus F 1 is x4-ccmf, F 2 is x:-ccmf, F~ is x2-ccmf, F 4 is xa-ccmf, 
F :  = x4xlx2vx4x:xavx4x2x3 , 
F 2 = XlX2XaVXlX2X4VXlX3X4 
F 3 = X2X3X4VX2X3XlVX2X4X 1 , 
F 4 = x3x4xlvx3x4x2vx3xlx2.  
3. LOGICAL REALIZATIONS FOR COMBINATORY-COMPLETE MONOTONIC SETS 
In this section logical realization for combinatory-complete montotonic sets O(a) 
will be found. 
THEOREM 3.1. 0(a) determines a combinatory-complete monotonic real izat ion wi th  
parameters  
= C ._ : ,  r~ = a, 7a = n, r P:  = (1 ~1 ..... n~")). 
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Proof. Let B = {e I ,..., e,} be the set of unit vectors and ~b be a linear transform 
inducing P1 = (lkl, ..., nk") on the set B. Let v be an arbitrary state of a set Q(a) with 
a rank no less than a, i.e., v-----e~x O " "0  e~. implies that s ~ a. According to 
Theorem 1.3 
8(v) = ~b(v) ----- ~b(e,.1) O""  @ ~bCe~), 
whence it follows that if ~b(ei) = ej, then all states v's containing one in the i-th 
position and whose ranks are no less than a, have images ~(v) containing one in the 
j - th position. Hence the states with one in the i-th position are included in the function 
F t . Since Q(a) is a ccms it contains all states of rank ~a with one in the i-th position 
Thus F~ is xi-ccmf. Q.E.D. 
The importance of the theorem lies in the fact that one is able to generate the class 
of functions realized by combinatory-complete monotonic sets. As seen from this 
theorem, 72,73,  and ~b are independent. At the same time 71 is dependent, i.e., for a 
given combinatory-complete monotonic realization, it is uniquely determined by 
specifying 72,73,  and r 
4. PRESENTATION OF COMBINATORY-COMPLETE MONOTONIC REALIZATIONS BY 
MEANS OF INTEGRATED MODULES a 
Below an algorithm is given for partitioning each ccmfF  i (i = 1,..., n) described by 
parameters (71 = C~-~, 73 = k, 73 = n) into k groups ~'i 9 Each group r i is realized 
by one integrated module vi, containing r k-input gates. A technique for computing r 
will be defined below. Thus the whole ccmr specified by (Yl k-x = Cn=t, 72 = k, 7z = n, 
~: PI> is built through n 9 k integrated modules vi. 
By definition, any implicant of ccmf F i contains all one's digits of some state v 
with a rank k. We say that state v specifies this implicant and xs-ccmf F i is specified 
by those and only those states of rank k whose j-th digit is equal to 1. Find (n, k) 
equal to the GCD of the numbers 73 = n and 73 = k. Build M(n.~) which is the set 
of all factors of the number (n, k). Specify the set T~k of all possible pairs [p, a]b, 
where p = n/b, a = k/b, b e ~(n.k) 
Tnk = {[p, a]b [ b e ~(n.k)}" 
Let D~(a) be the number of n-bit p-strings with rank k, where k = a 9 b, [p, a]b e T,~k. 
Clearly the meaning of a is the following: a shows a number of states of any such 
p-string containing one in the i-th position (i = 1,..., n). 
a The  given algorithm is general. In  particular cases when 71 is a mult iple of factors 2, 3 and 
so on, it is possible to obtain a better partit ion with yl]2, ~'x/3 and so on integrated modules  
with r = 2, 3 and so on. 
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It follows from Theorem 1.2 that D~(a) can be calcuulated through the following 
formula: 
c(a/ai,a/otj) p " D,(a) = C~ a -  E C;',,:: q- 2 E ,~#q,,,~,p , 
cql(9,a) ai,~tl (~,a) 
where the sums are extended over all greater than unity prime divisors a~, aj of the 
number (p, a), equal to GCD of p and a. Then 
r= Z D,(a). 
[P,a]beTnk 
Since any p-string of rank k has a states containing one in the i-th position (i = 1,..., n), 
ccmfFj  has a implicants pecified by these states. Hence each of these implicants can 
be placed into b = k/a integrated modules Vjl, vj~ .... , v~. I f  a = k, p = n, b = 1, that 
is each of k implicants pecified by k states of an n-string of rank having one in the 
i-th position is put into each of the integrated modules vj ( j  ----- 1 .... , k). 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let a x]-ccmf, F~ be described by (7'x : C5 *, 72 : 3, ?'z : 6) and 
F j  = XlX2X3VXlX2XlVXlX2XsVXlX2X6VXlX3XlVXlX3X5VXlXsX6VXlX4XfVXlX4X6VXlXsX 6 . 
That is, n = 6, k : 3, GCD of 6, 3 is (6, 3) : 3; ~3 : {3, 1} T63 = {[6, 3]], [2, i]a }. 
A number 3 has a single prime divisor >1;  ai : 3. 
_ _  (~3/3 6D6(3)=663 ~/~=6~ 3-6~ ~ ]S;Ds(3)=3 
2D2(1 ) = 621; D2(1 ) = 1. 
r vl 1 
"i I I 
s ! -  I 
V~ -- XtX2X3vXl X2X4 v X l XzX~"XiX~X s 
V2 : XlXsX6 v X,X4X~ v X, X~X v Xl X3X5 
V 3 = X~X2X ~' XlX3X ~ XlX4X~ Xi X~X5 
FIG. I. Logical realization of xl ccmf through integrated modules V1, V~, V3 9 
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Thus to realize the given function it is necessary to have three integrated modules 
each having r = De(3 ) + D2(I ) = 4 gates for three inputs. This realization by means 
of modules v 1 , v s , v 8 is shown in the Fig. 1. As a matter of fact, the implicants are 
described by the underlined states of strings S1, $2, $3, S 4 : 
~'1 1/2 P3 
$1 = {111000, 011100, 001110, 000111, 100011, 110001}, 
vl v2 1'3 
Sz : {110100, 011010, 001101, 100110, 010011, 101001}, 
Vl v2 va 
$3:{110010,  011001, 101100, 010110, 001011, 100101}, 
Vl~ v2, v3 
Sa --~ {101010, 010101}. 
Since for the strings S I ,  $2, S 3 b = 1, a = k = 3, each of the three modules vt, v,, v 3 
contains only one implicant specified by an associated state from each string. For S, 
we have b = 3, i.e., implicant xtx3x 5 specified by the state 101010 is contained in 
b = k = 3 modules v 1 , V2, V 8 . 
5. CONFIGURATION OF COMBINATORY-CoMPLETE MONOTONIC SETS 
Given a combinatory-complete monotone realization, described by (Yl, 72 ,73,  
~b: P1 = (lkL ..., n~)). In this section a technique will be developed to calculate 
associated O(a), where a = 72, in terms of a number of occurrences D~ for anyp-string 
of which 0(a) is comprised, i.e., to make a specification of Q(a). In Section 1 we 
outlined a technique for finding a specification of a canonical graph G = (U, ~b), 
where r P1 = (lk~, ---, r~), U-n-dimensional vector space (see Theorems 1.1 and 1.2). 
Then we showed (Theorem 1.4 and 3.1) that graph G is isomorphic to a combinatory 
complete monotonic set ~(0), which produces logic realizations of the type (71 = 1, 
72 = 1 ,73  = n,  ~b: P1 = (1 kL..., n~-)). We also showed (Lemma 1.1) that G(a) = (U(a), $), 
which identifies a subgraph of a cross section a of graph G is, isomorphic to com- 
binatory-complete monotonic set Q(a) of rank a. Since O(a) _C O(0), the sought for 
specification technique, will consist of finding a specification of a canonical graph G, 
induced by r P1 = (1~1, ..., nkn), and excluding all b-strings belonging to a subgraph 
G --  G(a) = (U  - -  U(a), ~). 
Let us introduce an important concept of a limiting rank of a number Ti(LR(Tt) ). 
Let N(~l ,~2,z3=n)={T t ] lS  tl =Tt ,  SiC~(~-)}, where S t is Tt-string of 
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ccms 0(~2). For any Tj ~ N(1, 1, n) LR(T~) will be called such a number ~2 that 
T~ e X(~,l, ~2, n), but T j r  N(V1, ~2 + 1, n). 
A convenient formula for calculating LR(Tj) is given below. Given the following 
quantities: P1 ---- (lkL -.., nk'), N ,  ---- N(1, l, n). Let us build a set N O = {i 1 ,..., it} 
of basic divisors of the basic cycle class PI (see Section 1). 
In the set N o select a subset Qr~ possessing the following properties: 
if T~ e No, then ~2r~ = {T~.}; 
if Tr ~ No, then/2rj  ~ {.]'1 ..... jm} such that 
(a) LCM( j l  .... ,jm) = M and Tj e~M,  where :~M is the set of factors of M; 
(b) by removing at least one ji ~ ~rj  we achieve Tj ~ :~M j , where M '  = 
LCM( j l  ,..., ji-1 , ji+l .... , jm); 
(c) .]'1 + "'" + j~n --~ max. 
Find Qr~ = No --  f2 r .  Then LR(1) =n and for any factor T i :/: 1 and Tj ~ N(1,1,n) 
LR(T j )= E pk~+ ~, t (k, - -  1)+ Z s.[ (s ,T~.)- -  1] 
where (s, Tj) is GCD of s and Tj.  
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let us find LR(Tj) if T~. e No, that is Tj is a basic divisor. Or~ = 
{Tj}; 9 r j  ---- No --  (rj}; 
1 .T~(T j - -1 )  = Z pk~- - l=n- -1 .  LR(T j )= ~ pk~+Tj (k r~- - i )+T~
pen o 2~Tj  
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let us find LR(2) i f r  -= ( 11, 41) 9 No ~ (1, 4} ~22 = {4} ~2 = {1} 
LR(2) = 1 + [(4, 2) -- 1]/(4, 2) = 1 + 89 4 " (2 - -  1) ---- 3. 
Thus we can calculate N(71, y~, n). For this it is necessary to undertake the 
following: 
(1) Using Theorem 1.1 find N,  = N(1, I, n). 
(2) For any b E N,  find LR(b). 
(3) From the set N(1, 1, N) erase those b's whose LR(b) < y~. 
Result: N(7I ,  ~2, n). 
Having formed N(~, 1 , ~'2, n) it is easy to derive a formula similar to that established 
in Theorem 1.2. This formula will specify a number of occurrences D~ of the p-string 
S in a ccms 0(~2). 
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Given P1 = (lkL ..., n~"), No = {/1 .... , it}, N(1, 1, n), N(71,72, n). From Theorem 
1.2 we obtain that for anyp e N(1, 1, n) 
I--[ 2(~'i')k" = ~ b " D b . (5.1) 
i s~N o b [ !o 
Let us note that the left part of expression (5.1) can be specified in the following way: 
J1=(~0.il ) )'2=(a9,i2) j~=(~0,i t) 
1--[ 2(~' i*) '~"-  E E "'" Z h " ' - [c,~,,~,.~,, .c~;,,,,.~,, . . . . .  c~;,,,,.~,] (5.2/ 
is~N o J1=0 J2=O Jt=O 
Each item 
specifies trings of rank r~,  where 
1 1 1 
r~ = (P, i1'') it "Jr + re, ~3 J~ ""3 "J3 + "'" + tF , ' ,~"  i~ . j , .  (5.3) 
Thus in order to find D,  (p  ~ N(y  I , 72)) it is necessary to remove those items from 
the sum (5.2) whose rank ~'m is less than Y3- Thus we obtain, for any p ~ N(Tt ,  73, n) 
Y " "Y  c[~,,,,,~, 1 . . . . .  c', : Y b. Oh. 
This formula is recursive. To find D~ means to find all Db where b e ~.  That is, 
a calculation is initiated from D 1 : 
E '" 2 c l  1, 9 ci: . . . . .  c2 = Vl 
"r~a~ 2
where jr ..... j t  ~ {0, 1}, "rm = il " Jl + "'" + it "jr ; il ..... it are basic divisors. Knowing 
Dr ,  it is easy to find Db for any prime factor b ~ N(71, Y3, n) and so on. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. P1 = ( 31, 41, 51)  . Let us find a specification of {)(10). That is 
Y3 = n = 3 + 4 + 5 = 12, Y3 = 10. The set N O of basic divisors ofP  1 : N O = {3, 4, 5}. 
Let us build the set N(1, 1, 12) = N , .  LCM(3, 4, 5) = 60. That is N(1,  1, 12) = 
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Neo = {60, 30, 20, 15, 12, 10, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}. Now we find LR(b), b ~ N(1, 1, 12): 
LR(60) 3"2  443  5"4  i " =--3  +- -+ 5 - -9 ;  LR(6)=5+ 3-2+421-9 ,  
LR(30) 3 9 2 4 i 1 5 9 4 _ 8; LR(5) = 11, 
= 3 + - - + 5  
LR(20)=3§  Jr 5 -4_8 ;  
5 
LR(4) ---- l l ,  
~ .9  5 4 
LR(15)=4+~+--5  = 10; LR(3)= 11, 
1 .9  4 3 
LR(12) = 5 -]- ~ + -- 10; 
4 D 
z t .1  5 4 LR(10) = 3 + z-a-z- + -- 9; 
5 z ~  
4.1  
LR(2)=3-1-5+ 2 -- 10, 
LR(1)--~ 12. 
From the set N(1, 1, 12) we remove all numbers with a limiting rank of less than 
10:N(71 , 10, 12) = {20, 15, 12, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}. Now we can start to compute D~, 
p E N(71,10, 12). 
For D 1 : 
C O C 1 .l{C1 C O ~{f'~O ( ~3 + ~.J~ ~ + ksJ~"k, + C1,) = 
c o .C~ .C ,+CL c ~ L.  ' " 
L, I t I I I I I 
0 4 5 9 
+ C lk3 9 C_k,~ C o ' .j[_ C lk a " C~ 5 " CXk, -[- C la  " C15" C~ -]- C13 " C15 " C14 I 
t I I I I I I I 
3 7 8 12 
The rank of each term is indicated under it.) Thus, only C~. 3 9 C1 k5 " C1 ~4 has rank greater 
than 10. Therefore 
Cla  9 C 1 9 C14 D 1 or D, 1 
Similarly we look for D 2 . In searching for the required items we exclude those con- 
taining at least one factor of the type C O C O C~ 5 for the ranks of those items arc k 3 ~ 2k 4 ~ , 
less than 10. Thus 
C13 9 C~ "C~k, + C1~ 9 C' 9 C~k, 2D~ + D," k5 ~ 
I , ,  I t I 
l0 12 
O ~  1, 
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We find D 3 . As in the case for D 2 , every term containing at least one factor from 
Co,8, C~ C~ should be excluded. The reamining terns are: 
C]k3 " C~, " C~s + C~k, " C[,  " C[~ + C~k, " C~, " C~ =3D3+D1;  Da=2,  
I I I I I I 
10 l l  12 
and so on. It can be easily checked, using the above technique, that D 4 = 2, D 5 = 3, 
D12 = 1, DIS = 1, D~0 = 1. Thus ~(10) = (11, 21, 32, 42, 53, 121, 151, 201). The cor- 
responding logical realization is specified by (Yl -- 55, 72 = 10, 73 = 12, #: P1 = 
(31 , 41 , 51)). 
6. ASSIGNMENT 
LetM (F ,  8 )= cl c~ = (gi ,.--, g~ ) be a sequential machine representing an autonomous 
set, where Q (i = 1,..., p) is the number of entries of gccycle in the set/7. It follows 
from the above that the length of each prime implicant Y2 is the only independent 
parameter specifying the logical realization F ~ = {F 1 .... , F~}. The code length n is 
found by complete determination of a sequential machine for an associated canonical 
graph of cross section 72 (see Section 1). We find C = LCM(g 1 ..... g~) and build ~c .  
In the set 5~ c we select a subset N o = {il ,.--, it} such that 
(1) i~ + "" + i~ = n = min,  
(2) LCM(i  1 ,..., i,) = C. 
Then we build the canonical graph of cross section )2,  having Px = (ilX, ..., i, 1) as a 
basic cycle class. 
If  sm M is not a subgraph of this graph, this can be due to the following reasons: 
(1) The limiting rank RL(gi) of at least one of the numbers g~ is less than 72. 
(2) In the set V there exists at least one gccycle with more than Dg~ entries into 
V, where Dg, is the number of entries of gcstring in ccms 0(Yz). 
If  (1) is satisfied, we introduce gr into the class P1 (then LR(gi) = n --  1, Example 
5.1). 
If  (2) is satisfied, we introduce 11 into class P1, doubling the number of strings of 
the canonical graph G(y2) of cross section Y2. Then we check whether the given 
sm is a subgraph of a canonical graph G(y2) given by P1 = ( 11, i11, .-., Q), etc., i.e., 
the length of the code is increased by 1 until sm M becomes a subgraph of the cor- 
responding canonical graph of cross section y~. The resulting class is 
P1 = (I~L i~, ..., itx), 
n = k l  + il + "" + i t .  
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The next-state logical functions define ccmr with parameters (71 = -n-1 , 72, n, 
~: P1 = ( 1.1, i11, .--, i,1)) and are built using 72 " n integrated modules. Each module 
contains r gates with 72 inputs where a technique for computing r is described in 
Section 4. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let M = (V, 8) be the following autonomous cycle set: 
M = {g12, g~, g4, g2}- 
Assign sm so that the corresponding logic circuit specifies ccmr with parameters: 
@1, Y2 = 3, n, q~: P1) 
LCM(12, 6, 4, 2) = 12; M12 = {12, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1}. In the set MI~ numbers 3, 4 satisfy: 
(1) LCM of them is 12; (2) 3 + 4 = 7 is minimum. That is, the given cycle set is 
contained in canonical graph G: /'1 = ( 31, 41) 9 Let us find limiting ranks for all 
numbers gi : 
3 .2  4 .3  3 .2  4 .1  
LR(12) - -  3 + 4 - -5 ;  LR(6) - -  3 -t- 2 - -4 ;  
4 .3  4 .1  
LR(4)=3+ 4 - -6 ;  LR(2)=3+ 2 - -5"  
Thus 
~'1=C6 ~= 15, y~=3,  n=7,  r  =(  31 , 41) 9 
Now we build G(3) and identify the cycles of sm with that of G(3). G(3) is produced 
from G(0) by removing from G(0) all strings built on nodes with ranks 0, 1, 2. In order 
to build G(0) we use a technique set forth in Example 1.1 G(3) is given in Fig. 2. 
(Here codes of the states are specified by nodes in decimal system. Roman numerals 
in the corner denote the ranks of associated strings.) After completely determing the 
sm for the combinatory-complete monotonic set ~)(3) we obtain the following next- 
state logical functions: 
F ~ = {F 1 .... , F~}, where F 1 is xa-ccmf, F 2 is xl-ccmf, 
F 3 is xe-ccmf, F 4 is xT-ccmf, F 5 is x4-ccmf , F 6 is xs-ccmf , F~ is x~-ccmf. 
That is, 
F 1  =X3XlX2VX3XlX4VX3XlX5VX3XlX6VX3XlXTVX3X2X4V 
VX3X2XsVX3X2X6VX3XzX?VX3X4X5VX3X4X6MX3X4XTVX3X5X6~ 
VX3XsXTVX3X6X 7 . 
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Functions F2, F 3 ,..., F~ are constructed in a similar manner. Using the technique 
set fourth in Section 4 we partition each function into three modules containing r = 5 
gates with three inputs each. Thus the logical realization consists of 21 integrated 
modules given in Table I. There are three types of modules and seven copies of each 
type. Modules of each type are distinct from each other only by simple cyclic permuta- 
tion of variables which set it. ThusF 1 is constructed from modules 31,32,38, function 
IV 
25 
3 5 42"2"~67 97 
V 
Vi 95 [,,~,~11! 125 ~.4,--,----~ 126 
VII 0127 
Fzo. 2. Canonical graph G(3). 
F 2 from modules 11 , 12, 18, function F3 from modules 21 , 22,23 , function F 4 from 
modules 7z, 72,73, function F 5 from 41,42,43, / '6  from 51,52,53,Fv from 
61,6~, 63. 
I f  we utilize r = 2, 72 = 2, then the given logical circuit has length 71 = 6. That is, 
it is necessary to have 71/2 = 3 types of modules with 22-input gates, containing 
seven copies each. The total number of modules is 21. Logic is two-level. At the same 
time by applying the technique [1], we obtain a logical network buit with 21+P ~ --  1 = 
2 a -- 1 = 63 integrated modules with r = 2. Here k is the number of states. The 
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